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ABSTRACT

Semiconductor optical waveguides have been the subject of intense study as both fundamental objects of study,
as well as a path to photonic integration. In this talk I will focus on the nonlinear evolution of optical solitons in
photonic crystal waveguides made of semiconductor materials. The ability to independently tune the dispersion
and the nonlinearity in photonic crystal waveguides enables the examination of completely different nonlinear
regimes in the same platform. I will describe experimental efforts utilizing time-resolved measurements to reveal
a number of physical phenomena unique to solitons in a free carrier medium. The experiments are supported by
analytic and numerical models providing a deeper insight into the physical scaling of these processes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Solitons are localized waves formed by a balance of focusing and defocusing effects. These nonlinear waves exist
in diverse forms of matter yet exhibit similar properties including stability, periodic recurrence, and particle-
like evolution. In the optical domain a temporal soliton can form from the controlled balance of the nonlinear
Kerr effect with linear group-velocity dispersion (GVD).1 In semiconductor materials one must also account
for nonlinear absorption and free carriers at typical intensity levels.2 The nonlinear absorption attenuates the
peak power, restricting the desirable nonlinear phase change due to the Kerr effect. In addition, the nonlinear
absorption generates free carriers. The free-carrier plasma modifies the nonlinear pulse evolution with both
dispersive (FCD, nFC) and absorptive (FCA, σ) contributions leading to non-trivial dynamics unavailable in
other optical systems. For example, while in the spectral domain optical pulses undergo a spectral blueshift due
to FCD,3–5 in contrast the temporal properties are governed by the dynamic interaction of FCD and dispersion
together leading to, for example, nonlinear pulse temporal broadening.6 These free-carrier effects also interplay
with and modulate the classical soliton evolution. Temporal solitons in semiconductors have been shown7–9

including soliton self-frequency blueshift10 and soliton acceleration.11,12 In this talk we describe the dynamics
and physical effects unique to solitons in semiconductors through experiment, theory, and numerical modeling.
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2. SOLITONS IN SEMICONDUCTOR PHOTONIC CRYSTAL WAVEGUIDES

2.1 Classic soliton regime (weakly perturbed)

Bright solitons are one class of analytic solutions to the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) considering
SPM (γ) and anomalous GVD (β2 <0). The length scales associated with these effects are the dispersion length
LD = T 2

o /β2, where To = T/Γ, TFWHM is the full-width half-maximum, Γ = 2 cosh−1(
√

2) = 1.76 for hyperbolic
secant pulses, and the nonlinear length LNL = (γPo)

−1. The soliton number

N =
√
LD/LNL =

T 2
o γPoS

2

β2
, (1)

defines the conditions for soliton propagation. The S2 term refers to slow-light enhancement of the Kerr nonlin-
earity in photonic crystal waveguides.13 The pulse propagates without dispersing as a fundamental soliton when
N=1, while the solutions with N >1 correspond to higher-order solitons. In this latter case, the pulse experiences
recurrent periodic evolution by first compressing, then splitting into two distinct peaks, which later re-collide,
before finally resuming the initial shape after a soliton period zo = π

2LD. In addition, larger N numbers lead to
greater compression and evolve on shorter length scales.1,14 Fig. 1(a) summarizes the key parameters (nonlinear
effects γ and dispersion β2) in the various platforms in which soliton propagation has been demonstrated. The
red circle indicates the region of photonic crystal waveguides.

The quest to demonstrate soliton dynamics at the chip scale is challenging due to the short (millimeter
or less) interaction length and compatibility of compact laser sources, the combination of which has hindered
the development of an integrable soliton compressor. Periodic dielectric media are a particularly attractive
platform to observe solitons on a chip scale as they can be designed for very high, very low, positive and
negative dispersion values (for example, up to five orders of magnitude higher than in fibre).7,15 This fact,
combined with the possibility of enhancing the nonlinear effects by using slow light, facilitates soliton evolution
on sub-millimeter length scales. We now describe experiments demonstrating the temporal evolution of optical
solitons in a semiconductor photonic chip using autocorrelation measurements. We input pulses with a FWHM

pulse width (full-width at half-maximum, FWHM) and G¼
2sinh21(

p
2)¼ 1.76). For 3-ps pulsewidths, Ld ranges from 6 mm to

1.6 mm. The nonlinear Kerr parameter geff is inferred from the spectral
broadening dependence on pulse peak power23. The measured effective
nonlinear parameter geff is strongly dependent on ng (Fig. 1c), with the
largest value being just above 900 W21 m21 at 1,555 nm (ng¼ 9.3). At
larger group indices (ng. 10), disorder-induced scattering41 and three-
photon absorption23 limit the effective Kerr nonlinearity, and the
measured geff parameter deviates from theoretical values. The 1.9-eV
bandgap of GaInP completely suppresses two-photon absorption
(2hn¼ 1.6 eV at 1,550 nm) such that residual band-tail absorption is
negligible, as detailed in our recent studies42.

From fibres to integrated structures, Fig. 1d and Table 1 show the
geff and b2 parameters of various systems in which soliton effects have
been observed. The observed geff in the present system is of the same

order of magnitude as that of integrated nanowires, being just slightly
larger10–12. The GVD coefficient for the present system is only a factor
of two smaller than that of FBGs4. However, the semiconductor nano-
wires have a GVD coefficient that is a factor of!102 smaller than the
present set-up, and the FBGs have a geff that is!105 smaller in mag-
nitude, consequently requiringmuch larger input powers (on the scale
of kilowatts). In contrast with the present work, which makes use of
approximately watt-level peak power and picosecond pulses, many
of these demonstrations use femtosecond pulses, which markedly
reduces the dispersion length.

Temporal soliton-effect pulse compression measurements
We next examined the output pulses directly in the time domain
through second-harmonic intensity autocorrelation. Figure 2a,c
shows a series of traces at 1,551 nm (ng¼ 8.3) and 1,555 nm
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Figure 1 | Dispersion and slow-light properties of the GaInP PhCWG sample. a, Measured group index (dots) and fit (solid line)50. Inset: scanning electron
micrograph of a GaInP membrane with designed mode adapters36 (scale bar, 1mm). b, GVD coefficient (left axis) and TOD coefficient (right axis) derived
from phase-shift group index measurements50. At 1,551 nm, the GVD coefficient is 20.91 ps2 mm21. c, Nonlinear parameter geff extracted from experimental
(dots) and theoretical (line) scaling19,21 due to slow-light enhancement. d, Nonlinear (geff) and GVD (b2) parameters of different material systems with
experimentally demonstrated soliton effects. The PhCWG examined in this work simultaneously exhibits both large geff and GVD coefficient in a single
material system, together with suppressed two-photon absorption, enabling compression of picosecond pulses at picojoule energies (watt peak powers) and
millimetre length scales. Inset in a is # 2009 AIP.

Table 1 | Material parameters of different material systems with experimentally demonstrated soliton effects.

System b2 (ps2 m21) geff (W
21 m21) Ec (pJ) TFWHM (ps) Ref.

Fibre 0.022 0.0011 8 7 3
Fibre Bragg grating 2000 0.0094 1× 106 80 4
Hollow PhCF 0.0183 0.000002 9× 105 0.11 5
Nonlinear PhCF 0.02 0.10 25.4 0.041 9
Tellurite PhCF 0.185 5.70 573 0.40 29
Tapered PhCF fibre 0.10 0.37 500 0.07 8
Chalcogenide tapered fibre 0.36 93 2.2 0.25 25
Silica nanowire 0.009 0.22 71 0.60 30
Silicon nanowire 2.26 300 0.52 0.11 10–12
Chalcogenide nanowire 0.037 10 41.5 0.61 26
GaInP PhCWG (this work) 1100 920 12 3.25

The key parameters in soliton formation, GVD coefficient b2 and effective nonlinearity geff, are tabulated. The experimental pulse conditions, pulse energy and duration applied in the experiments are also noted.
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photonics46 are focusing on size and the power budget as essential
properties, as well as speed. Research into compact sources with
these characteristics is well under way. Laser diodes offer a possible
route towards the integration of subpicosecond optical sources.
Recent advances in monolithic mode-locking based on quantum
dots have pushed pulse widths to below 1 ps (refs 14, 47 and 48),
sometimes at the expense of the repetition rate and time–bandwidth
product, based on the trade-off optimization of the absorber/gain
sections for each cavity length. In parallel to the development of
these novel chip-scale light sources, fundamental investigations of
soliton-effect pulse compression in PhCWGs, such as in this
work, can be cascaded with laser diodes, further compressing
pulses deeper into the ultrafast regime in an integrated fashion.

Conclusion
We have demonstrated pulse compression based on high-order soli-
tons at moderately slow group velocities in GaInP PhCWGs. This is
enabled by the enhanced SPM and strong negative GVD in the
PhCWGs. Use of a material free of two-photon absorption dramati-
cally reduces the impact of nonlinear absorption and free-carrier
dispersion, thus preventing detrimental interference with the
soliton dynamics. The soliton dynamics emerge from temporal
and spectral measurements and are further reinforced with a non-
linear Schrödinger equation model, leading to quantitative agree-
ment with experiments. Owing to the small size of the device
(1.3 mm) and low energies (!20 pJ), these results are promising
developments in the integration of femtosecond and soliton appli-
cations in photonic chips.

Methods
Device and linear characterization. The PhC was designed and fabricated as a
hexagonal lattice (p6m symmetry group) of air holes arranged in a GaInP slab
membrane (n0¼ 3.13). Fabrication of a high-quality PhC based on III–V material has
achieved record quality factors (Q. 1× 106) in III–V based PhC cavities42,49. Total
insertion loss (before and after coupling optics) was estimated to be 8 dB, including
4 dB directly attributable to the coupling optics. Carefully designed integrated mode
adapters reduced waveguide coupling losses and suppressed Fabry–Pérot oscillations
from facet reflections36. The 3-dB optical transmission band (Supplementary Fig. S1)
extended between 1,530 nm and 1,560 nm, and was bounded by the onset of the
higher-order odd-mode and the even-mode waveguide cut off. The waveguide
dispersion was analysed using the phase-shift method, by measuring the
radiofrequency phase modulation of the optical carrier while sweeping the optical
frequency through the waveguide transmission39. The measured phase shift Df was
translated into a time delay through the relationship DT¼ Df/2pf, where f is
the optical carrier frequency and DT the propagation delay. The group index is thus

ng¼ cDT/L. The GVD (b2) and TOD (b3) coefficients were obtained from fitting
function numerical derivatives.

Experimental pulse characterization. For the pulse compression experiments we
used a mode-locked fibre laser (Keopsys/Pritel) delivering nearly transform-limited
2.5–4 ps pulses at a repetition rate of 22 MHz. The source was tunable from 1,525 to
1,565 nm. After adjusting the source to the desired wavelength, we measured the
pulse duration and minimized the time–bandwidth product to approach the Fourier
limit of hyperbolic secant pulses (DlDn¼ 0.315) within 5% (that is, the chirp was
negligible). The pulse power was modulated with a variable fibre attenuator, thereby
preventing misalignment and undesirable modification of the pulse shape. The
second series of experiments was performed using an !100 fs mode-locked fibre
laser (Optisiv) operating at 36.5 MHz with a customized picosecond module
including a 1.2-nm-wide (FWHM) tunable filter. This generated pulses that were
asymmetric in time, with fast rise time and slow fall time, and a total width of
!1.8 ps (assuming the deconvolution factor to be equal to 2 for an exponential pulse
exp(–t/t0) with t. 0) and spectral width set by the filter. Autocorrelation traces were
recorded using a PulseCheck APE autocorrelator directly coupled to the output of
the waveguide. Importantly, we did not use any amplification so as to prevent
artefacts and pulse distortion. Owing to the excellent mechanical stability of the
set-up and the very good stability of the mode-locked laser, we averaged over 256
autocorrelation traces, thereby improving signal-to-noise ratio. To accommodate the
significant change in pulse duration, we collected data with different measurement
time spans (5, 15 and 50 ps).
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Figure 5 | Measurements demonstrating optical soliton formation. a, Autocorrelation measurements at 1,555 nm with 1.8-ps exponential input pulses
(dotted lines). The autocorrelation trace is different from that of a sech2 pulse. The pulse experiences dispersion-induced broadening at small pulse energies
before contracting at larger pulse energies, thereby demonstrating soliton behaviour. b, As in Fig. 3a at 1,555 nm, but with 1.8-ps exponential pulses. The
pulse initially broadens due to dispersion, then narrows at increased pulse energies due to stronger SPM.
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(a)$$ GaInP$(b)$$

Figure 1. Temporal optical solitons in photonic crystal waveguides. (a) Nonlinear (γeff ) and GVD (β2) parameters of
different material systems with experimentally demonstrated soliton effects. The PhCWG examined in this work simul-
taneously exhibits both large γeff and GVD coefficients in a single material system enabling compression of picosecond
pulses at picojoule energies (Watt peak powers) and millimeter length scales. (b) Autocorrelation measurements at 1555
nm with 1.8-ps exponential input pulses (dotted lines). The pulse experiences dispersion-induced broadening at small
pulse energies before contracting at larger pulse energies, thereby demonstrating characteristic higher-soliton behavior.
Here the material is GaInP, which exhibits suppressed two-photon absorption at this wavelength.



duration of 1.8 ps (decaying exponential pulse) and a spectral width of 1.2 nm centered at 1555 nm, giving
a dispersion length LD of 1.1 mm. Under these conditions the dispersion length is shorter than the device
length, L=1.5 mm (L < LD). Fig. 1(b) summarizes the experimental results. At the lowest pulse energies (weak
nonlinear effects) we observed dispersive temporal broadening. As the pulse energy increases, the output pulse
returns to the input duration before further compressing to a minimum duration of 800 fs (deconvolution factor
of 1.54 for hyperbolic secant), limited only by the output power of the laser. Despite the almost triangular
autocorrelation input trace (significantly different from a hyperbolic secant input), the pulse redistributes its
energy into a hyperbolic secant form by the time it reaches the output, an important property of solitons.
These results follow traditional soliton theory of the nonlinear Kerr effect balanced by GVD with reasonably
high fidelity. This outcome was enabled by the use of the wide-gap material GaInP (1.9 eV) which suppresses
nonlinear absorption at these wavelengths and intensity levels.16 We next examine solitons in semiconductors
when perturbations are present.

2.2 Solitons with perturbations

A variety of studies have shown that soliton evolution is altered by higher-order dispersion, loss, and nonlinear
effects.17 Effects known from the study of glass optical fibers include third-order dispersion (TOD), Raman
scattering, and self-steepening (SS), amongst others.18–20 In semiconductors, nonlinear absorption of multiple
photons across the optical bandgap occurs when intense light is injected into the medium. This can take the
form of two-photon absorption (TPA) or three-photon absorption (3PA), depending on the optical gap compared
to the incident photon energy. In the case of silicon (Eg=1.1 eV) TPA is the leading nonlinear loss, whereas
for GaInP (Eg=1.9 eV) 3PA is possible. The first impact of the nonlinear absorption is to reduce the desirable
Kerr nonlinearity, requiring more power to counterbalance dispersion. Note that TPA requires much smaller
threshold intensities compared to 3PA. Ultimately, both TPA and 3PA cap the peak power in the system,
essentially removing a critical parameter to control the soliton dynamics and imposing an upper bound to the
maximum compression achievable. The nonlinear absorption causes yet an additional higher-order effect in the
form of free carriers which have their own dispersive (FCD) and absorptive (FCA) effects on the pulse. These
free-carrier effects also interplay with and modulate the classical soliton evolution.

The illustrations in Fig. 2 provide an insight into the soliton regimes known in both glass and semiconductor
media. In the canonical case, when only SPM and GVD are present, higher-order solitons are expected to exhibit
periodic evolution along the propagation direction, and experience temporal compression at an early stage along
the soliton period.14 At the point of maximum compression, shown as the narrow green pulse at the waveguide
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output in Fig.2, the higher-order soliton is expected to exhibit higher intensity than the input pulse, with the
same amount of energy contained in a shorter pulse. Nevertheless, aside from SPM and GVD, both in glass
media and in semiconductors, higher-order effects, which can include multi-photon absorption, free carriers, or
Raman, among others, alter the soliton evolution.

The left side of the figure describes intrapulse Raman scattering which plays the most important role among
the higher-order effects in glass media.21 For ultrashort femtosecond pulses, the blue components of the pulse
provide gain to the red components. As a consequence, the pulse red shifts, and for the short propagation lengths
considered here, the amplitude of the soliton does not change. For longer lengths, the soliton will decay due
to energy dissipation through Raman effects or linear loss. As bright solitons occur in media with anomalous
dispersion, where low-frequency (red) components travel slower than high-frequency (blue) components, the
Raman-induced red shift results in the pulse traveling more slowly. The right side of the figure describe intrapulse
free-carrier effects typical of the temporal behavior in semiconductor waveguides. The output pulse exhibits
asymmetry due to free-carrier dispersion (FCD) and absorption (FCA) and an intensity decrease due to nonlinear
absorption. Owing to free-carrier frequency blue shift from the FCD, the pulse undergoes acceleration in the
anomalous medium and arrives before the canonical soliton in time.

The presence and strength of these effects depends on the pulse duration. Whereas Raman processes typically
require pulses in the femtosecond range for efficient intrapulse scattering, in contrast, free-carrier effects require
longer pulses in time. Physically, this is explained by considering that the energy in the pulse tail needs to
experience the free carriers generated by the leading edge in order to undergo a blue shift. Mathematically, the
rate equation describing free-carrier generation involves an integral corresponding to the accumulation of free
carriers across the pulse.22 Soliton-like propagation of femtosecond pulses in silicon channel waveguides has been
observed through spectral measurements and cross-correlation,8 though no acceleration was observed as longer
(picosecond) pulses are required for the non-instantaneous response of the free carriers to accumulate. We next
describe experiments demonstrating temporal solitons in which the free-carriers play a significant role.

2.3 Weak free carrier regime

In our earlier experiments we used an optical autocorrelation measurement. While a good first approximation,
we note that autocorrelations are by nature symmetric and require an approximation of the pulse shape to gain
insight. As not all pulse dynamics are symmetric, information can be obscured and it is therefore desirable to
obtain the real electric-field envelope of the optical pulses. With this motivation, we constructed a frequency-
resolved optical gating (FROG)23 apparatus. FROG allows for simultaneous pulse intensity and phase retrieval
in both the temporal and the spectral domains. We used the FROG to characterize pulse evolution in a GaInP
waveguide (3PA limited) as a function of input pulse energy for a broad array of dispersion and nonlinear
properties. Figure 3(a) are the retrieved temporal intensity (solid blue) and phase (dashed magenta) of the
experimental FROG spectrograms for one particular case with retrieved optical gating errors less than 0.005. We
observe temporal narrowing characteristic of higher-order solitons, as well as the temporal separation indicating
the onset of periodic evolution. However, as the FROG apparatus is after the chip, we only have access to the
temporal shape, and not the time of flight information.

To understand the experiment better we conducted NLSE modeling of the experiment shown in the right
panel. We notice a key point we couldn’t discern from the FROG measurement. Namely, as we increase the
pulse energy, the center of the pulse, defined by the first-order moment, forward shifts from 0 ps to -1.4 ps,
indicating that the pulses advance in time while traveling along the slow-light photonic crystal. To discern the
role of FCD in the temporal shift, the black dashed line indicates simulations with suppressed free-carrier effects
(Nc=0) at 19.4 pJ (8.3 W). The pulse center shifts noticeably less in this case, with a difference of 0.68 ps.
We thus conclude that FCD is the origin of the soliton temporal advance and its accompanying blue-shift. We
suspect the remaining shift might be due to strong self-steepening in the photonic crystal24 or residual pulse
chirp. These initial results of solitons in the weak free-carrier regime (3PA generated) encouraged us to study
this effect in the TPA-limited silicon material where we expect free carriers to play a more significant role.

2.4 Strong free carrier regime

Since TPA is of lower nonlinear order χ(3), TPA-limited materials have a lower intensity threshold and experience
larger attenuation and FCD compared to χ(5) 3PA-limited materials.25 Consequently, we expect free carriers
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Figure 3. Soliton pulses with intrapulse plasma generation. (a) Weak free carrier regime in GaInP (Kerr + 3PA).
Experiment: FROG measurements after the waveguide. FROG retrieved time domain intensity (solid blue) as function of
input power. On the right we show the NLSE modeled output corresponding to the FROG traces. The pulse temporally
shifts to shorter delays with increased input power, as indicated by the temporal first-order moment (center of mass) of the
pulses. The black dashed trace is a numerical simulation with suppressed free-carrier effects (Nc=0), demonstrating the
shift originates from the generation of a free-carrier plasma. The dashed red line acts a guide to the eyes to the original
pulse center. Recall that FROG is relative time, e.g. τ= 0. (b) Strong free carrier regime in silicon (Kerr + TPA).
Experiment: Cross-correlation FREG with time of flight. Left: Experimental FREG spectrograms. Right: Measured
intensity (dashed red) and phase (dashed green) along with the NLSE-modeled intensity (blue) and phase (magenta) in
the time domain following numerical deconvolution.

to play a more dominant role in the case of silicon. For this case, we have constructed an electrically gated
apparatus (X-FREG) that is more more sensitive due to its linear detection scheme.26,27 We further implemented
a cross-correlation configuration with which we also measure the pulse time of flight to obtain true time delay.
Figure 3(b)(left) shows the FREG spectrograms for the input pulse and for the output pulse at three different
coupled power levels for the silicon (TPA-limited experiment), along with the associated soliton number, N .
The spectrograms clearly reveal the pulse spectrally blue-shifting with increasing power due to larger free-carrier
concentrations. Further, we directly measure the time advance of pulses.

Figure 3(b)(right) shows the experimentally retrieved pulse intensities in the time domain indicated as the
dashed red lines. We confirm these measurements with NLSE modeling (blue line), demonstrating excellent
agreement. The effect of the free carriers over the trailing edge of the pulse noticeably results in the pulse
developing a steep leading edge and getting advanced in time. We observe compression of 3.7-ps pulses to a
minimum duration of 1.6 ps (compression factor χc= 2.3) at 2.4 W (9 pJ). It is not obvious how much additional
compression is possible in this system even with additional power due to the presence of TPA. It follows that
there is likely an even lower scope for observing the characteristic temporal split and periodic recurrence. With
further analysis of the data, we showed that the temporal advance here is greater than that in equivalent TPA-free
media GaInP due to significantly stronger free-carrier effects in the silicon system. This makes sense given the
free-carrier density observed in our silicon experiment (Nc ∼ 1017 cm3) exceeds that observed in the TPA-free
experiments11 by an order of magnitude at similar intensities, leading to much stronger interaction between the
optical pulse and the free carriers in silicon.

In summary, we have shown time-resolved experiments demonstrating that soliton propagation dynamics in
semiconductor media are governed by a complex nonlinear regime involving an intrapulse non-adiabatic free-
carrier plasma (with absorptive and dispersive terms) generated from nonlinear absorption, giving rise to spectral
blue shift and pulse temporal advance.
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